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ABSTRACT: With the development of modern society, multimedia network technology, online education has been rapid development. At this stage, interactive online education, openness, mobility, virtualization and personalization features, can better fit education. Construction based English teaching mode network environment, the network is the inevitable trend of educational development at the present stage, the objective is to improve the quality of teaching requirements. This article from the current situation of English teaching, analyzes the construction of the theoretical basis of the network environment English teaching mode, and knowledge of its type teaching model, analyze problems and propose solutions.

Introduction

Vocational education and teaching activities in English education clearly occupies a more important position. English as a global lingua franca, in countries and all sectors of society have been widely used. Learning process in higher vocational colleges and technical jobs to embark on the future, we will face English annotations or materials or equipment. In teaching activities in higher vocational colleges, English language courses have become students practical skills and English language proficiency of public infrastructure programs. In the new network environment, how to build a new effective teaching model has become urgent problem to be solved for institutions of higher learning.

Status Analysis of Vocational College English Teaching

Has been with the Ministry of Education for the English proficiency of students the importance of education, vocational colleges have English education into the teaching arrangement, teaching students English proficiency education has become an important part of vocational education institutions. However, it is limited to certain specific objective conditions. English Teaching in Colleges prevalence of certain problems [1]. The traditional English teaching model is also widely present in higher vocational colleges among the traditional teaching model commonly used textbooks and books about teaching a combination of students to understand and master the English largely by virtue of the teachers play in Teaching effect, more efficiency is low, the teaching model is more a single boring, causing the students to understand and grasp of English is difficult to achieve high efficiency. In this traditional teaching model to enhance students' English ability in a certain extent, also need to pay sufficient attention to the students themselves, in order to achieve better results. However, students in vocational colleges common problem is students' basic English is generally low, learning ability is not high, which caused students in vocational colleges to
increase the difficulty of learning English, students are difficult to adapt to such teaching. Traditional teaching mode is an urgent need to be changed and improved.

The Theoretical Basis Analysis of Vocational English Teaching Mode Based on the Network Environment

English web-based teaching model, the individual needs of students under the network environment can give full play to the initiative, it is possible to establish a certain consciousness of their own learning constraints and it has a self-learning awareness. English teaching model based on building a network environment, the need for students to be responsible for their own and establish a certain learning plan, and plan effective and efficient implementation, monitoring and realization of their own grasp of the learning process, the learning program and the learning phase integration of production, improve their English ability.

In teaching activities, putting emphasis on people-oriented learners teaching attitude. Focus learners’ emotion and feelings in the learning process, promote student interest in the learning process personal feelings and harmony of teaching programs, and promote overall development of students. People-centered teaching philosophy requires providing rich learning resources, peer learning and group learning together learning model [2]. English teaching model based on building a network can be a good fit this requirement.

In teaching activities, constructivist theory that learning is to learn from an individual under certain external learning environment, by way of their own inner sense created to carry out the learning materials. Education is more biased in favor of the demands of the learner's own heart, to a certain extent, teachers teach in an external hard, but not conducive to explore students' desire to learn.

Problems of Constructing English Teaching Model Based on Environment

Construction of English teaching model under the network environment can largely convenient interpersonal and human-machine. However, in the teaching mode network environment built on enforcement there is a considerable lack of a certain lack of normative guidance and restraint, multimedia English teaching more a mere formality. In a large part of vocational colleges, the multimedia teaching mode indeed been applied, but in use, has a depth of less than, for example, just a pile of rough multimedia network teaching mode, teaching the blackboard into multimedia PPT to explain it, networking has not been reflected, just replace the traditional mode of teaching equipment.

Learning because of its special nature, different from the traditional way of teaching face to face, online learning is a great uncertainty and virtual, students' learning situation cannot be achieved effectively grasp and understanding [3]. In addition, learning technically there are some loopholes, students are able to escape through a certain way of learning activities.

In China Vocational College teachers, there are teacher qualifications, age and level of computer operating imbalance, teachers for teaching information technology means there is limited to a certain extent on the level, it is difficult to promote information technology in teaching mode achieve.

Effective Measures to Construct and Practice English Teaching Model Based on Network Environment
Higher Colleges should be divided into a certain proportion of inputs used in the network teaching institutions in the financial institutions, the improvement of the network teaching needs related basic facilities. Establish with sound equipment and technical support network teaching platform, and actively introduce advanced network teaching equipment, drawing on the experience of other institutions take the valuable network at the forefront of teaching, combined with its own characteristics development institutions network teaching, technology and infrastructure promote the rapid and stable development of online teaching on the construction.

Teaching network environment will lead to a certain lack of restraint difficult for students from their own and actively into online learning, teaching is likely to cause a mere formality, student learning is not high status. Higher Colleges should strengthen student learning network monitoring and management, establish and improve the management mechanism to achieve effective assessment of student learning. Take dynamic management strategy for the specific circumstances of the students, guide students’ to achieve to enhance the self-restraint and self-learning ability.

Different from the traditional teaching, English teaching mode under network environment more emphasis on people-oriented, students learn in a networked environment self. Teachers in vocational colleges teaching should be based on the characteristics of the network in a timely manner for their own play in the teaching activities carried out to understand the role, no longer play to teach managers and teaching activities, should dare to try, converted to student learning and subsidiaries coordinator, promoting students' English ability in the network environment improved.

Effective use of network teaching, teachers need to upgrade the level of multimedia operations. Teachers multimedia network technology level is improved in order to make online teaching has been applied and developed in the actual teaching activities. Higher Colleges should focus on multimedia network technology training for teachers, regular teachers related lectures, solve the problem of teachers teaching in the network encountered in the use of various types of modern educational technology training at all levels, so that teachers multimedia network using horizontal timely increase, the final realization of students' effective guidance and support in network Teaching.

Conclusion

English teaching mode transformation in the network environment is reflected in today's multimedia network technology development, but also an effective means to effectively improve English teaching. Higher Colleges for the construction and practice of English teaching mode to better promote the development of multi-faceted and comprehensive ability of students, took to the profession for better work, faster for their work, social progress and provide more and higher-quality high-tech talent development of the country.
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